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Figure 15. Long-term temperature stability of
the AIRS 150¶K radiator and OBA.

Figure 16. Long-term stability of the AIRS 150¶K
radiator temperature-control heater current

Cryoradiator Temperature Stability
A key driver for the cryocooler's coldlink assembly cryogenic loads is the ~155¶K background radiation temperature of the optical bench assembly (OBA). Having stable cryogenic
loads implies that the OBA temperature also had to be highly stable over the AIRS mission. This
is confirmed in Fig. 15, which shows that the mean temperature of the 150¶K radiator has been
constant over the mission to within 5 mK. It should be noted, however, that credit for this
temperature stability goes to the active heater-control of the AIRS 150¶K radiator temperature.
The long-term drive current for this heater control, shown in Fig. 16, suggests that the temperature control is mostly driven by seasonal orbit variations, not by long-term aging.
Similarly, the 190¶K first-stage radiator temperature has stayed very constant over the mission — in this case varying by about 1K over the mission duration as shown in Fig. 17. The 190¶K
radiator also prominently displays the seasonal environmental variations noted to a lesser degree
in the 150¶K radiator. Figure 18 presents a 24-hour example of the short-term influence of AIRS's
Earth orbit on the 190¶K radiator; these are superimposed on the long-term average temperature
shown in Fig. 17.
SUMMARY
Over the past twelve years the AIRS instrument has performed beyond expectations, with
flawless cooler performance since the start of two-cooler operation in November 2002. Also,
valuable data have been acquired in the area of on-orbit contamination and the long-term stability
of AIRS's various thermal control systems. With respect to the level of icing, it slowed and
eventually reached equilibrium after about a year in orbit. Over the past 11 years, the stroke level
of the cryocoolers has only increased by 1-2 percent. Some of this slowing may be saturation of

Figure 17. Long-term average temperature of
AIRS 190¶K radiator.

Figure 18. Short-term temperature fluctuations
of AIRS 190¶K radiator.
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the effect of the ice on surface emittances, and some may be due to the fall-off in water vapor as
the spacecraft and instrument reduce their outgassing. For reference, no decontamination warmup of the AIRS instrument has occurred since the thorough August 2002 deicing procedure was
conducted. Most recently, in March 2014, another single event upset occurred in the cooler's
electronics when passing through the South Atlantic Anomaly. This caused the cooler to be shut
down for approximately 7 days. However, upon restarting the coolers, the coolers and instrument
returned to their nominal operating point for the past few years.
On a larger scale, this superb instrument performance speaks extremely well for the robustness of the TRW (NGAS) pulse tube cryocoolers and the thermal control systems of the AIRS
instrument and NASA Aqua spacecraft. As a result, the AIRS instrument maintains continuous
operation in space providing important scientific data on Earth’s atmospheric parameters, and it is
expected to do so for the foreseeable future.7
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